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MATHEMATICS AND ALCOHOL AND GOD 

Imaginary 

God 

Transcendentality 

What's the probability 

for God to be 

in Number Theory? 

Artifica Mathematica -

in oder to kill the zero, the nothing 

I don't like poeple who are happy, who had a great career (because it pushed on others and 

depersonalized them) - but those living unhappily, poorly, sickly and dying young. 

IT there exist irrational elements in man, then God exists. When we know what God is, we 

shall be gods ourselves (G.B.Show). 

If there exist wars, genocides, then God does not exist. 

If there exist sentences wlllch cannot be proved or disproved within the system (K.Godel), 

then God exists. 

"What's your religious beliefs?", and Lagrange answered: "1 don't know"! 

Mathematics and alcohol for God's sake, and instead of Him and to replace Him. Mystic 

:Mathematics. Are science researchers guilty in front of God because of stealing Nature's sec

rets? 

God's Revolt 

Mathematics' Revolt 

Alcohol's Revolt 

My revolt: 1 desire to create my own mathematics, new (and maybe strange, paradoxist) 

axioms - and put everything in it ! Develop an entire theory on this system of 

anti-axioms. I'm "Titing the PARADOXIST MATHEMATICS 

the PARADOXIST PHILOSOPHY 

"Sommetimes great new ideas are born outside, not inside, the schools" (Dirk J. Struik). 

God 

Holy Mathematics with its fascinating infinite 

Holy Alcohol with its degrees 

Holy Philosophy 
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Music is sick in front of God 

Picture is sick in front 

Mathematics is sick 

Creation is a drug I can't do without (Cecil B. Demille). Therefore: pray to God and drink 

because in this way you get clOf>er to Him. Drink alcohol and solve diophantine equations ! 

CALCuLATE - DRINK -PRAY 

(This is not a paradox !) 
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